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As digitalisation emerges within the 

transportation sector, manufacturers and 

operators must ensure the best of 

technology, connectivity, big data and 

innovation, whilst continuing to ensure safety 

and security. 

We look closer at the mobility revolution and 

progress: 

• Autonomous 

• Connected 

• Electrified 

• Green hydrogen 

are the relevant global trends that we 

observe. 

Our mission is to accompany all market 

players who want to interpret this change in 

the evolutionary path.

MOBILE  

INNOVATION



AUTOMOTIVE  

EXPERIENCE

Xefra has a long history in providing 

safety testing & assessment services to  

OEM and automotive products 

suppliers. 

We are present as specialists in: 
• Safety 
• Security 
• Functional Testing 
• Risk Assessment 

and we support you to accelerate your 

business and accompany you in the 

revolution thanks to Taylor Made and 

accredited services.



FUNCTIONAL  

SAFETY AND 

CYBERSECURITY
XEFRA, always committed to safety, offers a 

portfolio of innovative services and 

complete support solutions capable to 

satisfy all the requirements imposed by the 

legislation on functional safety of road 

vehicles. 

SAFETY CONCEPT 

DESIGN FLOW 

SAFETY ANALYSIS 

HARA 

SOFTWARE TESTING 

SOFTWARE VERIFICATION 



FUNCTIONAL  

SAFETY  

CONCEPT

Hazard analysis and risk assessment (HARA), required by part 3 of the ISO 

26262 standard, is used to identify malfunctions that involve hazardous 

behaviours, assess the level of risk for each hazard and formulate vehicle 

safety objectives 

XEFRA supports the OEM, Tier-1 and Tier-2 suppliers in the following safety 

concept steps: 

- Item definition Simplification process of the HARA through the  

subdivision of the vehicles into functional items 

- Scenario catalogues We have developed a catalogue of critical  

vehicle scenarios to simplify the approach to the HARA and thus  

reduce the OEM's effort 

- Safety mechanisms: Definition of safety mechanisms outside the  

function for further simplification of the HARA  

- Quantitative risk analysis ASIL apportionment and duration or 

frequency definition of the level of exposure to the driver's danger, as 

indicated in the standard, can be based on duration or frequency 

- Product measures Technical measures against random HW failures and 

systematic HW and SW failures 

- Product requirements identification of the characteristics of commercial 

products that make up the Vehicle Control System (SEooC for automotive) 



FUNCTIONAL  

SAFETY  

ANALYSIS
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Functional safety analysis is used to evaluate the safety 

level achieved by the product (e.g., an IP, an SoC).  

It comprises quantitative evaluations: 

- failure mode effect and diagnostic analysis (FMEDA) 

- timing analysis 

- qualitative assessments, such as dependent failure 

analysis (DFA) 

FMEDA is a structured approach to define failure modes, 

failure rate, and diagnostic capabilities of a hardware 

component.  

Based on the component functionality, the FMEDA 

hierarchy is structured in parts/subparts/elementary 

subparts (depending on the detail level)/failure modes. 

- Technical Safety Concept (Part 4-6) 

- System-Level Safety Analysis – FMEA or FTA (Part 4- 6) 

- Hardware Safety Requirements (Part 5-6) 

- Hardware Metrics Calculation with FMEDA (Part 5-8, 5-9) 

- Hardware Verification & Testing Plan and Report (Part 

5-10)



SW TESTING 

AND 

VERIFICATION 
We are a software testing 

laboratory that provides cost 

efficient software testing for 

safety and security critical 

projects in the railway sector.  

Complete integration with your 

engineering team 

(development / testing) with a 

dedicated extremely customer-

faced Account Manager to 

ensure your satisfaction and 

handle escalations 

Xefra is the first Italian Laboratory accredited ISO IEC 17025 for Software 

Testing According to ISO 26262 standard 

- SW static analysis 

- SW dynamic analysis 

- SW/SW Integration test 

- HW/SW Integration test 

Testing with release of accredited test report can be provided according to 

three different approaches 

- Testing Lab - We perform testing in our Laboratory by using proprietary 

and qualified tools and benches  

- Testing @Customer Premises - We perform testing at Customer Premises 

by integrating customer HW and Tools where necessary 

- Witness Testing - We witness our Customer Testing  

FIRMWARE APPLICATION 
SOFTWARE

TOOLS COMPILERS PROTOCOLS



SAFETY IN 

AUTONOMOUS  

DRIVING 

Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning play key roles in the 

development of autonomous vehicles. 

But there are new safety challenges that autonomous (and semiautonomous) 

vehicle software developers are facing. 

That’s why SOTIF (ISO/PAS 21448) was developed. Here, we explain what is 

SOTIF and the different parts of ISO 21448. 

SOTIF-Definition from ISO/PAS 21448: “absence of unreasonable risk due to 

hazards resulting from functional insufficiencies of the intended functionality 

or from reasonably foreseeable misuse by persons”  

ISO 21448 applies to systems such as emergency intervention systems and 

advanced driver assistance systems.  

This systems could have safety hazards — without system failure. 

Using ISO 21448 will be key to ensure that AI artificial intelligence is able to 

make decisions and avoid safety hazards. 

SYSTEM SAFE
SOTIF 


ISO 21448
CYBERSEC 
ISO 21434

FS 
ISO 26262



TRACTORS FOR 

AGRICULTURE  

CONTROL 

SYSTEM 

Manufacturers of safety relevant safety driven systems in agriculture and 

forestry are obliged to develop their Systems according to state-of-the-art in 

all aspects of safety. 

The ISO 25119 / EN 16590 defines requirements for functional safety 

of electrical and electronic systems. Through usage of the applicable 

standards corresponding proofs of safety for documentation of the 

requirement specifications are created. 

Our services for OEM of agricultural machinery and suppliers are: 

- Functional Safety Analysis: Risk Analysis, FMEA, failure rates (MTTFd), 

diagnostic coverage (DC) 

- Functional safety managements as well as the related engineering 

activities in regards to costs, efficiency, time and associated safety 

requirement level (AgPL) 

- Hardware and Software testing

- Verification and Validation

Type to enter text

AgPL



FUNCTIONAL 

SAFETY 

ASSESSMENT 

AUDIT 

With its expertise in functional safety standards and varied experiences, 

Xefra is able to perform assessments according to main functional safety 

standards.  

The functional safety assessment process is based on 4 steps:  

- Definition of the safety activities and documents to be assessed based on 

the safety plan 

- Assessment of the work products required by the standard: realization of 

comment sheets and identification of gaps with ISO 26262  

- Realization of documentation and on-site audits 

- Issuing of the functional safety report which gives the result of the 

assessment  



CYBERSECURITY 

SERVICES 
Threat Analysis and Risk Assessment (TARA) 

System cybersecurity is the state of a system that does not allow exploitation of 

vulnerabilities to lead to losses, such as financial, operational, privacy, or safety losses  

- All safety-critical systems are security-critical since a cyber-attack either directly or 

indirectly on a safety-critical system could lead to potential safety losses  

- Not all security-critical systems are safety-critical, i.e. entertainment system  

- Some systems are both, safety and security critical, i.e. Steering Assist System  

- Cybersecurity is not concerned with random hardware failures, but it is concerned 

with systematic hardware vulnerabilities  

- Attack Tree Analysis we are not concerned with single-point and multi-point random 

hardware failures, but rather with determining potential paths that an attacker could 

take through the system to lead to the top level threat  

- Vulnerability Assessment The process of performing penetration tests on a system to 

find  common vulnerabilities and provide mitigation techniques to those specific 

vulnerabilities

XEFRA deliverables: Vulnerability Report, Mitigation Report, Penetration tests  



INNOVATIVE  

PROPULSION 

SYSTEMS 
The Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicle (HFCV) is one of the countermeasures to solve the 

energy crisis and the emission problems of vehicles. 

Thanks to the many years of experience developed by Xefra in the field of explosion 

risk and functional safety of control systems, we have developed specific test rig for 

innovative propulsion systems such as fuel cells for automotive. 

Services for hydrogen storage and supply system are as follows: 

- safety assessment and testing of hydrogen system crash, fire 

- conformity assessment of the hydrogen leak detection sensors and system 

- safety assessment and testing of hydrogen containers and valves, Pressure Relief 

Device (PRD) 

- hydrogen leakage analysis and safety evaluation  

The Laboratory performs simulated hydrogen fueling tests, hydrogen gas pressure-

cycling, static and dynamic hydrogen leakage testing, and drive cycle simulation. 

Test procedures include water spray, dust ingress, thermal shock, vibration resistance, 

mechanical shock or impact, electrical operation, and other specialised tests such as 

programmable pressure ramp rate and profile, flow monitoring, and dynamic leakage 

monitoring capabilities, complete with break-away, nozzle, and receptacle to meet 

each OEM’s needs. 



BATTERY  

TESTING 
Whether a plug-in hybrid or a fully fledged electric vehicle: automotive 

manufacturers are having to find alternatives to the conventional combustion 

engine.  

They must be powerful, reliable, and safe. Critical features include interference-

free interaction with the on-board electronics, resistance to environmental 

influences such as humidity, salt, and extreme temperatures, and resistance to 

vibrations and knocks. 

Xefra is able to perform: 

- Temperature and climate cabinets with electrical operation 

- Electrodynamic vibration systems  

- Shielded cabins and absorber halls for EMC measurements 

- Salt fog chests and corrosive gas testing systems 

- Electrical tests (such as overcharge, overdischarge, and short circuit) 

- Comprehensive test-specific security technology 

- Temperature control systems to simulate the internal cooling circuit 

- Measuring equipment for leak testing 



TESTING   

LABORATORY 
Xefra was born as a test laboratory for product conformity and for automotive 

industries we provide test capabilities as per following list: 

- EMC RF test lab: we conduct radiated emission, conducted emission, 

radiated immunity, conducted immunity, fast transients in burts, electrostatic 

discharges. The laboratory is equipped with a semi-anechoic chamber 4.5 

meters high and 6 meters long. 

- Noise test lab: We offer several test in acoustic domain, included 

propagation of sound waves, characterization of solid noise transmission is 

made by measuring dynamic transmissibility, noise power measurement. The 

laboratory is equipped with a reverberation room 4.5 meters high and 220 

mc of internal volume. 

- Vibration test lab: with the Electrodynamic Vibration Shaker System we 

perform X, Y, Z axis sinusoidal, random and shock vibration up to load of 

100kg. 

- Electrical safety test: insulation design verification and testing, protection 

against electrical hazard. 

- Fire test lab: burning behavior and reaction of materials and products. 

- Environmental simulation lab: in our lab we simulate environmental stress 

such as resistance to cold and hot (included damp heat), resistance to liquid 

and dust, salt fog chests and corrosive gas testing systems.



TRAINING 

One of our core objectives is to share knowledge with others. 

Xefra offers a wide range of courses in the automotive standard compliance to achieve 

the safety of automotive control system. Our courses includes session in-house, at 

customer premises or web-based.  

Some training path are following described: 

- Functional safety specialist for automotive industries 

- Cybersecurity specialist 

- SW tester for safety critical application 

- HW verifier for safety critical application 

Ask for the course catalog.



   

SERVICES FOR  

AUTOMOTIVE  

INDUSTRIES 

CONTACTS

Office and Training Center 

World Trade Center Tower 

Via De Marini 1 

16149 Genova (EU) 

Laboratory and Training Center 

Science and Technology Park  

Strada Comunale Savonesa 9 

15057 Rivalta Scriva Tortona (EU)
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